
To Be the World’s 
Leading Airline Group

Context of the Long-term Strategic Vision

Tokyo metropolitan area. To implement our growth strategies 
by taking these business opportunities as a tailwind, we have 
drawn up our Long-term Strategic Vision. It sets 10-year targets 
for value creation and business scale, with identification of 
strategic themes and other elements in each business. Carrying 
out our future business portfolio strategy, we will strive to create 
long-term value by effectively allocating resources, along with 
the vision as our management guideline.
 We plan to formulate a new medium-term corporate strategy 
during the fiscal year ending March 2016 to realize the growth 
scenario set forth in the Long-term Strategic Vision. We will 
continue to enhance the group’s profitability by executing invest-
ments as necessary and maintain our financial health.

In the fiscal year ended March 2015, the ANA Group recorded 
the highest operating revenues driven by the Air Transportation 
Business. Moreover, we achieved far higher earnings growth 
than initially planned as a result of controlling cost increases 
while expanding business scale. We made a steady start for the 
first year of our current medium-term corporate strategy.
 The Japanese economy has recently followed a 
gradual recovery path with positive signs of the government’s 
Abenomics policies such as increases in stock prices and 
wages. The number of travelers to Japan has continued to 
trend upwards. Therefore, the Japanese government’s target 
of inbound tourists of 20 million in 2020 is now expected to be 
reached ahead of time. In the airline industry, discussions are 
now underway to increase additional flight slots at airports in the 

In January 2015, the ANA Group announced its Long-term Strategic Vision for taking business opportunities for our growth strategies.
The main thrust of this vision is to enhance management for value creation. This will be achieved by sustainable growth  
in the Air Transportation Business and expansion and diversification of revenue domains in non-airline businesses.  
The following is an outline of our vision.

Long-term Strategic Vision

ANA Group Corporate Strategy
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Following the decision to host the Tokyo 2020 Olympic and 
Paralympic Games, the Ministry of Land, Infrastructure, Transport 
and Tourism (MLIT) has begun looking into ways to further slot 
expansion in the Tokyo metropolitan area airports. There is a 
high possibility that slots at Haneda and Narita airports could 
be increased by 2020 based on discussions currently under 
way to upgrade airport capabilities. These discussions are 
looking at various technical options, such as changing runway 
operations in both airports and flight paths. Furthermore, there 
are expectations for improved airport access through upgrades 
to the transportation infrastructure, including express highway 
extensions.

Business Environment Awareness

In 2014, the number of inbound travelers to Japan reached an 
all-time high of 13.41 million, due to exemptions or relaxations in 
visa requirements, expansion of the tax-free system, the weak-
ening yen trend and other factors. The Japanese government is 
taking the lead in advancing the “2015 Action Program toward 
the Realization of Japan as a Tourism-Oriented Country.” Under 
this program, the government is targeting 20 million inbound 
travelers to Japan in 2020. With the number continuing to trend 
upward, it now appears increasingly likely that the target will be 
achieved ahead of schedule.
 Meanwhile, progress is expected to be made on the Trans 
Pacific Partnership (TPP), Economic Partnership Agreements 
(EPAs) and Free Trade Agreements (FTAs) in step with economic 
growth in the Asia-Pacific economic region. This should catalyze 
still more vigorous international movement of airline passengers 
and cargo. In addition, the Japanese government is implement-
ing regional vitalization policies that could create more oppor-
tunities to export Japan’s traditional arts and crafts as well as 
agricultural and fishery produce. This could also add new vitality 
to Japan’s regional cities. As Japanese society continues to face 
concerns of the low birth rate and aging society, the domestic 
market for air travel is maturing. However, it is expected that 
regional vitalization will help to create demand for domestic air 
travel by overseas visitors for tourism purposes.

The Airline IndustryBusiness Environment

Business Environment Surrounding the ANA Group

Increase in foreign visitorsInbound Demand 13.4 million
(CY2014 results)

20.0 million
(CY2020 target)

30.0 million
(CY2030 target)

Tokyo Metropolitan 
Area Airports 

Expansion of flight slots
Possibility of additional  

flight slots

Airline Business
Matured domestic market / Growth in international demand

New entry and increase flights of overseas airlines / New entry and expansion of domestic & international LCCs

Macro Environment Tokyo 2020 OlympicsGrowth of Asian market / Development of TPP, EPAs and FTAs / Regional vitalization

2015 to 2017 (Years ending March) 2018 (Year ending March) and beyond

Improvement  
of airport access
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Future Path of Business Portfolio

In April 2013, the ANA Group transitioned to a holding company 
structure. The group has been working to optimally allocate 
management resources by advancing a business portfolio 
strategy. The main thrust of our strategy is to drive earnings 
expansion by developing and enhancing the Air Transportation 
Business. Also, we are working to diversify our revenue domains 
by enlarging the group’s business portfolio including strategic 
investments.
 Looking at the past 10 years from the fiscal year ended 
March 2006 to the present, the group has increased operating 
revenues from businesses mainly on International Passenger and 
Cargo and Mail operations, even while maintaining operating 
revenues from Domestic Passenger Operations. In the fiscal year 
ending March 2016, the ANA Group expects operating revenues 
to be approximately 1.3 times larger than the level 10 years 
earlier.
 Meanwhile, under the Long-term Strategic Vision, the ANA 
Group seeks to sustain growth in our core business, the Air 
Transportation Business, while expanding revenue domains by 
nurturing non-airline businesses.

 In the Airline Transportation Business, our growth will 
be driven by three businesses as growth drivers, namely 
International Passenger, Cargo and Mail, and LCC operations, 
while revenues from Domestic Passenger Operations is 
expected to take a downward turn. In addition, we will expand 
the Travel Services and Trade and Retail businesses by captur-
ing demand from inbound travelers to Japan. In parallel, we will 
expand contracted services such as the pilot training business 
and MRO business in the Asian region, where growing air travel 
demand is anticipated. Through these measures, we are target-
ing a higher growth rate for operating revenues from non-airline 
businesses than in the Air Transportation Business.
 In the fiscal year ending March 2026, we envision operating 
revenues of around ¥2,500.0 billion, roughly 1.4 times the cur-
rent level, for the entire group. By fostering the fields that prom-
ise to capture synergies with the Air Transportation Business for 
future earnings sources, we will be able to better control revenue 
volatility. We pursue solid group management that is resilient to 
event risk and other changes in the external environment.

2006 (Results)

Sales

¥1,370.0 bn 2016 (Plan)

Sales

¥1,790.0 bn
2026 (Vision)

Sales

¥2,500.0 bn

83%17%

14% 86%

Non-air businesses

Approx. 15%
Air Transportation Business

Approx. 85%

10 Years After 

Current Status

10 Years Before 

×1.3 ×1.4

0

500

Non-air
OthersLCCCargoInt’lDom.

Air Transportation
Non-air

OthersLCCCargoInt’lDom.

Air Transportation
Non-air

OthersLCCCargoInt’lDom.

Air Transportation

(¥ Billions)

0

(Years ending March)

* Timely disclosure �led on April 30, 2015

Future Path of Business Portfolio
· Non-air businesses include “Airline Related,” “Travel Services,” “Trade and Retail” and “Others.”
· Operating revenues and business composition ratios are after eliminations.
·  Operating revenues of LCC for the year ending March 2026 are calculated as gross operating 
revenues within the ANA Group.
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2026202120162011

LCC share
approx. 30%

LCC share
approx. 30%

0
2026

(Vision)
2016

2026
(Vision)

2016

Approx. 95%

CAGR: –2% to –1%

Approx. 5%100

0

Approx. 95%

Approx. 5%

200

100

2026202120162011

CAGR: +2% to +3%

Domestic Passenger Operations

International Passenger Operations

Full Service Carrier Latent Demand

(Years 
ending March)

(Years 
ending March)

(Years 
ending March)

(Years 
ending March)

Demand forecast ASK

ASKDemand forecast

LCC Latent Demand ANA Brand LCC Brand
(Japan arrivals/departures, including other carriers, based on MLIT and ANA HOLDINGS estimations.)

 (Beginning of the year ending March 2016 = 100)

 (Beginning of the year ending March 2016 = 100)

Business Scale and Capacity in the Air Transportation Business

ANA Brand
International Business
Demand for both passenger and cargo services is expected to 
grow primarily in the Asia-Pacific region. With capturing demand 
for inbound travel to Japan, we will continue to expand the 
capacity on ANA-brand flights to create a global network . 

Our LCCs have created new sources of demand that differ from 
those of the ANA brand. There is significant opportunity for 
expanding our LCC operations, including growing demand for 
inbound travelers to Japan. The ANA Group operates two LCCs: 
Vanilla Air Inc. and Peach Aviation Limited. Under this dual-LCC 
structure, we will maintain our position as the top LCC operator 
in Japan and increase the number of new routes.

Domestic Business
The domestic passenger market is maturing due to the low birth 
rate and aging society, extensions to Shinkansen (bullet train) 
routes and other factors. On ANA-brand domestic flights, we 
intend to promote further optimization of demand and supply 
with controlling capacity in terms of available seat-kilometers. 
We plan to firmly maintain our profitability by implementing 
appropriate pricing and yield management as we hold our cur-
rent top market share.
 During the second half of the fiscal year ending March 2016, 
we plan to implement strategic optimization on demand and 
supply by introducing a new fleet management model “Dynamic 
Fleet Assign Model.” This model will enable us to flexibly match 
aircraft size to peaks and troughs in demand depending on 
season, day of the week, and time of day, while taking into 
consideration the market characteristics of each route. (Please 
see page 28 for details.)

LCC Brand
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According to “Worldwide Market Forecast 2014–2033” 
announced by Japan Aircraft Development Corporation, air 
passenger traffic demand between the Asia-Pacific region and 
North America/Europe is projected to increase over the long 
term. Notably, air travel demand within the Asia-Pacific region 
is predicted to show a compound annual growth rate (CAGR) 
of +6.0% through 2033. In the international route market, which 
is expected to continue growing, The ANA Group will expand 
its network with both the ANA and LCC brands for different 
purposes.
 In areas where ANA already operates, we seek to capture 
greater demand by deploying optimal-sized aircraft, providing 
convenient flight schedules and increasing frequencies. In 
areas where ANA has yet to operate, such as Eastern Europe 
and Russia, the Middle East and Africa, Oceania*1 and Central 
and South America, we will consider operating ANA flights 
and exploring ways to strengthen alliances beyond existing 
frameworks.

 Meanwhile, in LCC operations, we will capture firm demand 
by expanding our destinations primarily to major Asian cities. 
We will also explore the launch of medium-haul flights to resort 
destinations, such as those in Oceania and Hawaii.
 Our fleet plans will support long-term growth in the Air 
Transportation Business. As part of these plans, the group 
decided to place orders for 70 aircraft in March 2014 and 15 
additional aircraft in January 2015. We will procure aircraft 
appropriately to secure resources for medium- to long-term 
growth and replacement of existing aircraft, which enable us 
to expand our network swiftly if the number of slots increases 
at Tokyo metropolitan area airports. For details, please see the 
feature article titled “Fleet Strategy of the ANA Group” on pages 
24 to 28.

Western Europe

China / South Korea / Taiwan

Southeast Asia

North America / Canada

Hawaii

Eastern Europe / Russia

Middle East / Africa

Oceania*1

Latin America

Source: “Worldwide Market Forecast 2014–2033,”
Japan Aircraft Development CorporationANA Brand Regions considered for future routes

Regions currently in service 
Regions considered for future routes

LCC Brand

CAGR*2:

+4.5%

Asia-
Paci�c Europe

CAGR*2:

+3.7%

Asia-
Paci�c

North
America

CAGR*2:

+6.0%

Intra Asia-Paci�c

*2  Figures indicate the annual average growth rate 
 of revenue passenger-km from 2013 to 2033

Approach to International Network Expansion 

Visions for Network Expansion and Worldwide Air Traffic Forecast

*1  Timely disclosure filed on July 16, 2015: ALL NIPPON AIRWAYS CO., LTD. 
decided to commence non-stop flights from Haneda to Sydney starting from 
December 11, 2015.
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Long-term Value Creation Targets

For the fiscal year ending March 2026, the ANA Group is target-
ing operating revenues of around ¥2,500.0 billion by strengthen-
ing the Air Transportation Business mainly on International 
Operations and expanding non-airline businesses while diversify-
ing revenue domains. We will aim to increase operating income 
by approximately ¥100 billion to ¥200 billion compared with the 
fiscal year ended March 2015. This represents an approximate 
two-fold increase.
 Based on these targets, our return on equity (ROE) in the 
fiscal year ending March 2026 is expected to increase by 
approximately 5 points over the 5.1% recorded in the fiscal year 
ended March 2015 to approximately 10%. We will enhance our 
capital efficiency by both expanding our business scale and 
improving profitability. 

 Earnings per share (EPS) is projected to increase to approxi-
mately ¥30 in the fiscal year ending March 2026. This represents 
an approximate three-fold increase from ¥11.24, our actual EPS 
for the fiscal year ended March 2015.
 Our financial base has been significantly fortified and 
improved, compared with 10 years ago. We will pursue further 
value creation with the full preparation for future growth.

(¥ Billions)

(¥)

(%)

FY2014–16 ANA Group Corporate Strategy Long-term Strategic Vision

ROE 10%

ROA 8%

EPS ¥30

0

50.0

100.0

150.0

200.0

2026
Target to Be Pursued

(Vision)

2017
(Plan)

2016
(Plan)

2015
(Results)

¥91.5 bn

¥11.24

¥115.0 bn
¥130.0 bn~

Operating Income

¥200.0 bn

Operating Income(Left) (Right) EPS ROE ROA

4.2%

0

5

10

5.1%

ROE
ROA

EPS

Operating
Income

(Years 
ending March)

0

10

20

30

Note:  Figures for the fiscal year ended March 2015 are actual results. Operating income for the fiscal year ending March 2016 is from the plan announced in April 2015.  
Figures for the fiscal years ending March 2017 and March 2026 are plan values based on materials published in January 2015. 
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In the fiscal year ended March 2015, the ANA 
Group recorded its highest operating revenues, 
thanks to a significant contribution from higher 
revenues in its core Air Transportation Business, 
while implementing Cost Restructuring Initiatives 
which exceeded plans. As a result, operating 
income significantly increased and surpassed 
initially projected figures in the medium-term 
corporate strategy. 
 The following is an overview of our progress 
on the major initiatives in the strategy and our 
plans for the fiscal year ending March 2016.

In the fiscal year ended March 2015, the ANA Group realized 
increased revenues in line with expanded capacity in International 
Operations. The group also generated revenue growth in Domestic 
Passenger Operations while shifting to a policy of controlling capacity.
 In the Airline Related Business, the group increased contracted 
services from airlines outside the group, particularly for airport 
ground handling. In the Travel Services and Trade and Retail busi-
nesses, the group captured demand for inbound travelers to Japan.

1Major Initiatives

Enhancement and Development of Revenue Platforms

2Major Initiatives

Expansion and Diversification of Revenue Domains

In the fiscal year ended March 2015, the ANA Group worked to 
establish new revenue sources. In contracted services, the group 
set up Pan Am International Flight Training Center (Thailand) Limited 
and prepared to launch an aircraft MRO business at Okinawa (Naha) 
Airport*. In the Travel Services and Trade and Retail Businesses, 
the group established a joint venture travel company to generate 
and capture inbound demand, and joined a new business in a com-
mercial facility in Singapore.

*  Timely disclosure filed on June 1, 2015: MRO Japan was established with plans to 
commence operations at Naha Airport in the second half of the fiscal year ending 
March 2018. Operations will be started at Itami Airport in September 2015, and 
relocated to Naha Airport when aircraft maintenance facilities are completed. Until 
then, MRO Japan is scheduled to be capitalized at ¥10.0 million (ANA HOLDINGS’ 
shareholding: 100%), and after relocation at ¥1.0 billion (ANA HOLDINGS’ 
shareholding: 45%).

The ANA Group develops annual plans based on current medium-
term corporate strategy and keeps working to boost its earnings 
power in the fiscal year ending March 2016.
 We are targeting operating revenues of ¥1,790.0 billion and oper-
ating income of ¥115.0 billion, which exceeds initial plans and would 
be our highest to date. EPS is projected at ¥14.88, approximately ¥2 
higher than planned in the corporate strategy.
 We will continue to accelerate management speed and strive to 
enhance profitability through our growth strategy, aiming to create 
value over the medium to long term.

Plans for the Fiscal Year Ending March 2016

activities, such as rationalization of the pilot training program and 
appropriate fuel loading.
 Under the current strategy, the group aims to reduce costs by 
an additional ¥50.0 billion over the next two years through the fiscal 
year ending March 2017 by introducing a new cost management 
method across the organization.

3Major Initiatives

Cost Restructuring Initiatives

Cost Restructuring Initiatives undertaken since the fiscal year ended 
March 2012 have reduced costs by ¥87.0 billion over the four years 
through the fiscal year ended March 2015. For example, the group 
is implementing productivity improvement and operational innovation 

2015 2016

(¥ Billions) Results 
Diff. from  

initial plans Plan
Diff. from  

initial plans

Operating revenues 1,713.4 +13.4 1,790.0 +10.0

Operating income 91.5 +6.5 115.0 +5.0

Operating income margin (%) 5.3 +0.3 pts 6.4 +0.2 pts

Net income 39.2 +9.2 52.0 +7.0

EBITDA 222.8 –7.1 252.0 –9.0

Earnings per share (¥) 11.24 +2.64 14.88 +1.98

(Years ending March)

Progress in the FY2014–16 ANA Group Corporate Strategy

20172016

2015201420132012

¥87.0 bn
(Results)

¥137.0 bn
(Plan)

¥50.0 bn
(Plan)

11.0 11.0 11.0

21.0 21.0

20.5

11.0

21.0

20.5

34.5

25.0 25.0

25.0

(Years
ending March)

Progress on Cost  
Restructuring Initiatives
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Fleet Strategy of the ANA Group

Feature

Corresponding with 
expansion at Tokyo 
metropolitan area 

airports

Implement a fleet 
strategy for medium- 
to long-term growth

Aircraft Procurement Objectives and Benefits

70 aircraft
Timely disclosure filed  
on March 27, 2014

Stable aircraft procurement as resources for 
medium- to long-term growth and replacement

Flexible aircraft utilization, 
including international 
operations

Maintain profitability on domestic 
operations by optimizing demand 
and supply

15 aircraft
Timely disclosure filed  
on January 30, 2015

Aircraft type
Number of 

aircraft ordered
Delivery period  

(Years ending March)

Mid- and 
wide-body

Boeing 777-9X 20 2022 to 2028

Boeing 777-300ER 6 2019 to 2020

Boeing 787-9 14 2018 to 2022

Narrow-body
Airbus A321neo 23 2018 to 2024

Airbus A320neo 7 2017 to 2019

Orders announced  
in March 2014:

70 aircraft

Orders announced  
in January 2015:

15 aircraft

Mid- and 
wide-body

Boeing 787-10 3 2020 to 2021

Narrow-body

Airbus A321ceo 4 2017

Airbus A321neo 3 2021 to 2022

Boeing 737-800 5 2016

The ANA Group operates around 255 aircraft* as of March 31, 2015. 
The group will continue to procure aircraft for superior safety, fuel and economic efficiency,  
as well as comfort, and expand its international network.
In this feature, we present the group’s medium- to long-term fleet strategy,  
which forms our foundation to be the world’s leading airline group.

* Including aircraft operated by Vanilla Air Inc. and Peach Aviation Limited, but not aircraft leased outside of the group.

Description of  
aircraft orders
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0

50

100

Composition of
Fuel-Ef�cient Aircraft

Approx. 255

Regional

Wide-body

Narrow-body

Mid-body

Regional

Wide-body

Narrow-body

Mid-body

ANA  approx. 235
LCC  approx.   20

ANA  approx. 265
LCC  approx.   40

Approx. 305
Retirement

B777 · B787 · B737NG
A320 / A321neo · MRJ

Net increase

Approx. 
55%

Introducing

75%
to

80%

Composition of Aircraft UseComposition of Aircraft Use

Beginning of the year ending March 2016 End of the year ending March 2021
(Plan)

* “LCC” is “LCC brand” in total.

Domestic.................58%

International ............30%

Freighter...................... 4%

LCC ...........................8%

Domestic.........45~50%

International ....30~35%

Freighter..........Approx. 5%

LCC ................. 10~15%

(%)

Medium- to Long-term Fleet Plan

In March 2014, the ANA Group decided to place orders for 70 
aircraft to secure the aircraft needed to achieve medium- to 
long-term growth and replacement of existing aircraft over the 
next 15 years. The procurement of these aircraft will lead to 
gradual progress on the integration of aircraft types, which will 
bring a range of benefits. In addition to improving aircraft utiliza-
tion, we will be able to streamline personnel training and assign-
ment, such as for cockpit crew and mechanics, and generate 
cost savings by reducing inventories of aircraft maintenance 
parts and other items.
 Moreover, in January 2015, the ANA Group placed additional 
orders for 15 new aircraft, mainly narrow-body aircraft. We will 
optimize demand and supply by introducing the “Dynamic Fleet 
Assign Model” to maintain profitability. (Please see page 28 for 
details.) Also, the orders will increase the flexibility of aircraft 
utilization, including international operations. Accordingly, if 
the additional expansion of Tokyo metropolitan area airports 
is approved in the near future, the ANA Group will be able to 
rapidly expand its international network.
 ANA HOLDINGS has strategically positioned International 
Passenger Operations as a growth driver for the entire group. 
Our main aircraft for attaining this growth is the Boeing 787 
Dreamliner, a new medium-body aircraft. Thanks to its dramati-
cally improved fuel efficiency, the Dreamliner enables us to fly 
long-haul routes using medium-body aircraft, which was not 

possible with previous medium-body aircraft. Therefore, the 
Dreamliner has opened up a wider range of opportunities than 
ever for us to expand the group’s international network.
 As the launch customer of the Boeing 787, the ANA Group 
participated in the development of this aircraft for many years, 
and has reflected its needs and desires into the standard design. 
As of June 30, 2015, the ANA Group had 37 Boeing 787 aircraft 
in service. We have streamlined the flow of our operations as we 
accumulate maintenance expertise on the aircraft.
 The ANA Group is also involved in the development of 
the Mitsubishi Regional Jet (MRJ), which will be in service on 
domestic operations in the near future. Development of the 
MRJ is designated as a national project of Japan. By reflecting 
the knowledge the group has developed in the past into this 
aircraft, we intend to actively contribute to the MRJ project as a 
customer.
 We plan to secure the funds needed for these capital expen-
ditures, including aircraft, by using cash on hand, cash flows and 
debt financing such as bank loans and bonds issuance. We also 
plan to introduce certain aircraft using operating leases based 
on sale and lease-back arrangements. Mindful of generating a 
certain level of free cash flow consistently, we intend to invest 
these capital expenditures while maintaining financial health at all 
times.

Approach to Fleet Strategy and Procurement Policy
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The ANA Group introduced the Boeing 787-9 in July 
2014. This new aircraft is far more fuel efficient than the 
similar-sized Boeing 777-200, being around 15 tons lighter 
and equipped with leading-edge Rolls Royce engines. On 
the Haneda–Fukuoka route, the Boeing 787-9 is about 20% 
more fuel efficient than the Boeing 777-200 in terms of jet 
fuel consumption per passenger. In addition to that supe-
riority, engine noise levels during takeoff are 3–4 decibels 
quieter than the Boeing 777-200, and its quietness can be 
realized when you’d see a takeoff of the Boeing 787.

Fuel Consumption by Aircraft Type

0

20

40

60

80

100
Domestic Routes*1 International Routes*2

100 100
80 81

–20 –19

(%)

B777-200
(Ref.)

B787-9 B767-300ER
 (Ref.)

B787-8

*1 Figures are per ASK and based on the Haneda–Fukuoka route, with full passengers.
*2 Figures are per ASK and based on the Narita–Singapore route, with full passengers.

Performance Engineering Team
Flight Operations Standards
Operation Support Center
ALL NIPPON AIRWAYS CO., LTD.

Fuel Savings by Aircraft Type

The ANA Purchasing department conducts procurement 
activities (purchasing, sales, leasing, etc.)  for ANA Group 
aircraft (including engines, seats, galleys and other related 
facilities and equipment) based on the fleet plans drawn up by 
ANA HOLDINGS. In this section, I will present the duties of the 
department, with an emphasis on our negotiations with aircraft 
manufacturers.

Pursuit of Aircraft Quality
Enhancing various aspects of aircraft quality such as safety 
and comfort is a crucial priority for successfully competing with 
other airlines. It is particularly important for aircraft in service on 
international routes to provide a comfortable cabin environment 
for passengers. In the course of our negotiations with aircraft 
manufacturers, we prepare a test cabin layout based on our 
service standards and verify the seat configuration concerning 
comfort. The Boeing 787, the group’s main aircraft,  
utilizes leading-edge technologies to provide passengers with 
a comfortable cabin environment. Notably, passengers have 
highly evaluated various aspects of the aircraft, such as the 
humidity and atmospheric pressure level in the cabin, which 
previously tended to become too dry and low respectively. 

These technologies will ensure greater passenger comfort and 
will be adopted in the next generation of Boeing 777-9X aircraft 
we have ordered.

Pursuit of Economic Efficiency
Fuel costs represent the highest share of ANA’s operating costs. 
As fuel prices experience significant fluctuations, we are steadily 
deploying fuel-efficient aircraft. The composition of fuel-efficient 
aircraft will increase from approximately 55% at the beginning of 
the year ending March 2016 to 75–80% by the end of the year 
ending March 2021.

Pursuit of Productivity
In the course of considering the aircraft we will deploy in the 
future, it is important to ensure compatibility between our future 
aircraft and aircraft currently in service. For example, by setting 
common specifications, such as of cockpit design and other 
features, across new and existing aircraft, we are able to shorten 
the training period needed for flight crew to transition to new 
aircraft types, and to reduce costs by standardizing aircraft 
maintenance parts. In these and other ways, we will also pursue 
higher productivity from an operational viewpoint.

Through negotiations with aircraft manufacturers,  
we pursue optimal aircraft quality,  
economic efficiency and productivity in order to 
contribute to lean business operations.

Feature: Fleet Strategy of the ANA Group

Aircraft Procurement Plan1

Koichi Yabuki
Leader, Aircraft Purchasing  
ALL NIPPON AIRWAYS CO., LTD.

Kazumi Tanioka
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Efficient Support for Safe Flight Operations

Engineers constantly need to update their knowl-
edge and skills. We must obtain national certification 
as a class 1 aircraft maintenance engineer for 
each type of aircraft. The greater use of composite 
materials as well as state-of-the-art electronics 
and avionics in new aircraft have led to better 
maintenance methods. As a result, the group has 
reduced the amount of labor and costs expended 
on aircraft maintenance compared with outlays for 
existing aircraft. We need to improve efficiency and 
continue maintaining aircraft to ensure safety and 
reliability. It is our mission to provide comfortable 
flights to customers flying with ANA.

Aircraft made of aluminum 
require more inspection 
steps due to aging.

Years in operation

B787-8

B767-300

Aircraft m
aintenance costs

Composite materials require fewer
inspection steps due to superior
anti-fatigue and anti-corrosion properties.

Reduction in Maintenance Costs

The ANA Network Planning department conducts duties 
related to the formulation and execution of the ANA Brand Air 
Transport Business Plan (planning routes, frequencies and flight 
schedules). In this section, I would like to explain our approach 
to deploying new aircraft on various routes.

Deployment of Aircraft on International Routes
The Boeing 787’s superior performance of fuel efficiency and 
flight range enable us to deploy these medium-body aircraft 
on long-haul routes that previously required wide-body jets. 
In fact, we already offer Boeing 787 services to cities such as 
Dusseldorf and San Jose and steadily capture demand.
 At this time, there are two types of Boeing 787: the baseline 
model (Boeing 787-8) and the stretched model (Boeing 787-9). 
This enables a choice of aircraft size, including the wide-body 
of the Boeing 777, depending on demand trends. Prioritizing 
customer convenience, we will gauge the characteristics of each 
route and expand our network interconnecting Japan to the 
world with the Boeing 787 as our main aircraft.

Deployment of Aircraft on Domestic Routes
As the Japanese market matures, we are optimizing demand 
and supply on domestic operations with controlling capacity. 
Looking ahead, we plan to promote the “Dynamic Fleet Assign 
Model” by deploying narrow-body aircraft such as the Airbus 
A321neo and the Boeing 737-800. We expect to develop effi-
cient operations with smaller narrow-body aircraft by introducing 
the MRJ in the near future to maintain profitability on domestic 
operations.

We will structure our optimal network  
with newly procured aircraft  
for medium- to long-term growth.

Network Expansion and Aircraft Deployment Plan2

Naohiro Terakawa
Leader, Network Planning, Marketing & Sales
ALL NIPPON AIRWAYS CO., LTD.

Tomoko Ikemori
Aircraft Maintenance Department
ANA Base Maintenance Technics 
Co., Ltd.
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Feature: Fleet Strategy of the ANA Group

In Domestic Passenger Operations, the basic approach of 
the group has been expanding revenues by maximizing its 
aircraft utilization as high as possible. Going forward, we 
will introduce the “Dynamic Fleet Assign Model.” Under this 
approach, we plan to implement flexible fleet management 
by deploying additional narrow-body aircraft according to 
demand trends on domestic routes, which greatly fluctuate 
depending on the season and day of the week.

 Narrow-body aircraft will primarily be operated on low-
demand days, while wide-body aircraft will be operated on 
days with firm demand, such as weekends and holidays. This 
approach will allow us to simultaneously control our variable 
operating expenses and maximize revenues. By strategically 
optimizing demand and supply, we will firmly maintain profit-
ability in Domestic Passenger Business.

Column Dynamic Fleet Assign Model

Before

After

250 �ights per week250 �ights per week250 �ights per week70 �ights per week 180 �ights per week

250 �ights per week 250 �ights per week 250 �ights per week 250 �ights per week

1,000 �ights per week

1,000 �ights per week

Increase the number of
narrow-body aircraft

Example: 1,000 Flights Operated per Week

Seeking to Reduce CO2 Emissions

The ANA Group regards continuously reducing CO2 emis-
sions as a materiality theme as part of the process of expand-
ing capacity centered on international routes. Accordingly, 
under ANA FLY ECO 2020, the group’s medium- to long-
term environmental plan spanning 2012 to 2020, the group 
has set targets for reducing CO2 emissions in line with global 
standards. (For details, please see page 49.)

 Notably, the ANA Group was the launch customer for the 
Boeing 787, an aircraft that features dramatically improved 
fuel efficiency. As one of the world’s leading eco-friendly 
airlines, the ANA Group will continue to take a range of 
initiatives to achieve its targets for reducing CO2 emissions. 
These will include actively introducing fuel-efficient aircraft, 
effectively deploying narrow-body aircraft, and implementing 
the Fuel Efficiency Project.

(kg-CO2) (Million tons)

−20%

Aircraft CO2 Emissions/RTK*2(Left) CO2 Emissions from Domestic Flights(Right)

(Years ending
March)
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ANA Group CO2 Emission Targets and Results*1

*1 ANA brand only
*2 Total distance flown by revenue passengers and cargo aboard aircraft.
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